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I live in Minneapolis. I'm a millennial. I own my home. I oppose this plan completely. There is a 
large segment of our city that is very affordable, but it's in the black community and the crime 
rate is high so few want to move there. I'll let you draw your own conclusions on what motivates 
people in this instance. Speaking of our community members of north Minneapolis -- they asked 
the council to make major financial investments in their community to make it nicer. The council 
decided to upzone their homes instead. Who stands to gain from that? There was only one 
councilperson who voted against airbnb in Minneapolis. That's your government voting against 
your own interests, Linnea Goderstad, since the council decided it's legal for investors to buy 
housing stock and airbnb it for profit. Yet she villifies older single family home owners... That 
photo of Ms Goderstad is in downtown east next to the Minnesota Viking's new billion dollar 
stadium, which was half paid for through state funds and a sales tax hike on people buying food, 
alcohol, and lodging downtown. There are homeless people camping in its shadow. Middleclass, 
older single family home owners are the problem with housing affordability, though, not 
politicians who give away a half a billion to a sports franchise. Coincidently, my mass transit 
stop is at the stadium, so I've seen the dense housing stock spring up since I work in a highrise 
downtown. Very little of it would be considered affordable. Just absurd 
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This is a remarkable change in attitude for a major city. That it is a change being contemplated 
while there is room for expansion because of relatively modest costs is smart. There has always 
been some insanity about establishing rigid separation between single and multiple family 
dwellings. Of course, it's been a matter of homeowner pressure. Environmental constraints to 
protect water and stream quality, and to conserve natural areas ARE important.They are not just 
grand concepts, to apply somewhere else, but regulations to protect our patch of the earth. They 
can coexist easily with support of mixed use and cluster development of properties. The 
aggravating issue with many such rules is their unequal application: some developers always get 



what they want, no matter what's on the books REdevelopment of areas such as failing malls, or 
decrepit buildings, beats expanding to undeveloped areas. Zoning rules can be used to control 
over-expansion which increases local government costs (schools, transport, sewers, water, 
garbage). The EB asserts: "advocates for affordable housing should be jumping up and down and 
screaming for the construction of more high-end apartment buildings to ease demand." ISo -how 
has the blitz of construction of high end apartments worked to increase affordable housing in 
Manhattan and other boroughs. Where exactly has this trickle down theory worked in housing? 
But the status quo in zoning should be questioned when it just doesn't work. 
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I live on a 6 acre property in the town I grew up in. When I was young, it was a small town. Now 
it is an exurb of Minneapolis, a very conservative exurb. I love my gardens, my 3 acres of trees 
we planted years ago, my birds, my milkweed and my semi-privacy. I commuted to downtown 
Minneapolis for 20 years, taking mass transit as much as possible. I loved downtown 
Minneapolis, the street life in summer, entertainment possibilities, great park system and the 
mostly liberal residents I met. My son is a renter in Minneapolis and he loves it too. I think 
Minneapolis is on the right track. If you want the wonderful aspects of living in a city, then you 
might have to choose to live with more density. I wish there were more telecommuting 
opportunities for people like me. Then we could live in truly rural areas and binge on city visits. 
Might be good for the rural areas too. 
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What a horrifying approach. I'm an apartment renter, and yes, I like living, as I do, in a vibrant 
area with almost every regular service (banks, restaurants, grocery stores, movie theaters, bars, 
pharmacies, health clinics, and a major hospital) one could want in walking distance, plus 
reliable and frequent public transportation to and from downtown. But there are many 
neighborhoods in Portland that offer this. The reason I live in the specific neighborhood in 
Portland I do is because here, if I walk just a block off the main street that is the cornerstone of 
my neighborhood, in either direction, I am surrounded by single family homes, giant trees, and 
very often, near silence. I can walk through the park and along the golf course in the early 
morning in the fall after a cold night and see literally thousands of leaves falling silently to the 
ground. When I need strength, I go and I walk through the grounds of a particularly beautiful 
area, and sit with the ivy adorning the whitewashed buildings, the Canadian geese that are 
frequent visitors, and the giant pines towering over everything and I know it's going to be okay. 
It's not just the "entitled" who benefit from lower density neighborhoods (and btw, since when 



does owning a modest home make you something to be resented?). We all need to connect with 
nature, and destroying our single family neighborhoods will do away with the only access to 
nature - and sometimes near solitude - that many of us have. 
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I happen to live in a suburban style metropolitan area. We support urbanization. I was even on 
local television once speaking about planning. That's the entire point though. Urbanization 
requires planning. You can't just change a zoning law and expect the market to take care of the 
rest. You're going to end up with a hodgepodge of living arrangements that destroy the 
continuity of the quasi-urban environment and don't solve the housing problem anyway. People 
can't afford to live in irregular single family lots anymore than they can afford new construction 
apartments. None of what you're talking about is affordable housing for the structural underclass. 
Your typical low wage job can barely support a rented room in someone else's house. They aren't 
renting a $2,400 house or apartment even with a government voucher. We're talking about 
people who struggle to pay $800 in rent. Disenfranchising home owners does nothing but help 
developers. You're feeding sheep to wolves. The best outcomes I've seen involve converting 
aging commercial and industrial zoning to residential property. Do we really need so many car 
dealerships within walking distance of downtown? This isn't the 1950s. Leave residential 
housing alone until you've tried other options. You don't want to know what a insensitive rich 
person building a mini-mansion on an irregular lot looks like. Their houses should be more than 
illegal. They're down right criminal. 
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What an overly simplistic view of the housing crisis. First off you maintain that " in most places, 
housing construction remains wildly unpopular. People who think of themselves as progressives, 
environmentalists and egalitarians fight fiercely against urban development, complaining about 
traffic and shadows and the sanctity of lawns." Have you ever lived in a single story house that 
suddenly is in the perpetual shadow of a three story structure next door. Just what do we gain by 
eliminating every yard and garden in town. What do you do with a 30 foot wide residential street 
that suddenly has two or three times the previous volume of traffic and parked cars since the 
developers are not required to provide off street parking. And where do you get the statistics that 
the value of a rental declines on average 2.5% a year adjusted for inflation. In 1975 here in metro 



Seattle you could buy a decent quality apartment building for $28,000 a unit. Adjusted for 
inflation of 356% that would equate to about $100,000 today. Current delivered per unit prices 
are $350,000. Have you ever been to Houston, the city with no zoning. Its ugly. And reread the 
aftermath of Hurricane Harvey with little or no attention (zoning) to building in so called 100 
year floodplains and letting developers build as and where they wanted to as you are advocating. 
We increased our multifamily housing in the Seattle Metro area 8,000 units last year, a record 
and yet rents went up over 9%. Rethink your model. 
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I live in one of the wealthier Toronto suburbs. Traditionally, it's been a town of single family 
houses, but a lot of the new construction is high density. I'm not seeing any decline in housing 
prices because of that. In fact, the opposite, because as single family homes get rarer, their value 
goes up not down. And the high-density construction is attractive and offers a very different 
(more urban) lifestyle. With lots of people and limited land, high density is what we need—it's 
better for the environment, it preserves more land for agriculture, and it allows more affordable 
housing options. Those who resist it are, I'm afraid, being selfish. I like living on a lot of private 
land, too, but that lifestyle is unsustainable with today's population and our environmental and 
economic challenges. We oldsters don't have many years left: let's make the world better for 
those coming after us rather than worrying so much about our own lifestyle preferences and our 
wealth. One other comment, though. A big difference between my Canadian suburb and the 
American ones I used to live in: here in Canada I don't sense there's so much fear of the 
neighbours being "undesirable" (too young, too poor, too—let's be honest—brown or foreign). 
We certainly have our bigots here, but there is a cultural difference between Canada and the 
States which makes Canadians generally more tolerant of and more positive about their 
neighbours. 
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Public subsidies for “...affordable housing...” is going to be a tough sell when prices of homes 
have more than doubled in nabes that were stable and have increased geometrically in some 
areas that were poor. 
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